
Call for Solutions 2023

Innovation - Impact - Execution

Ocean Exchange is a global ecosystem whose mission is to accelerate the adoption of innovative solutions for 
healthy oceans and the sustainable blue economy. A 501(c)(3), we fulfill this mission through a multi-level program 
that includes annual awards; promoting solutions across multiple communication channels; and facilitating access to 
the global ecosystem that is comprised of our Board, delegates at our event, our solutions review team and of course 
our 12 year history of winners, finalists and semi-finalists.

WW Orcelle® Award 2023 
is sponsored by Wallenius 
Willhelmsen. This award reflects the 
company’s statement of purpose, 
“sustainable logistics for a world in 
motion.” The Award will be presented 
to the innovation that holds the 
greatest potential to close the gap to 
our zero emissions ambition for either 
our land or ocean operations. 

Innovation Award for 
Transportation/Logistics 
Hubs 2023 is given to the solution 
that advances ocean-, inland-, and 
air- PORTS and other logistics HUBS. 
Seeking innovations that make 
ports/hubs more sustainable with 
technologies that support clean water 
& air, conservation of precious natural 
resources near ports/hubs, efficient 
road/rail/warehousing supporting the 
ports, and state of the art sustainable 
port-hub land management.

Neptune Award 2023 is given 
to the solution that advances our 
understanding of the ocean and that 
helps minimize our impact on these 
resources, even while using them 
for human benefit, resulting in more 
resilient bodies of water including 
healthy marine life and coastlines.

Contact: Susan Zellers    susan.zellers@oceanexchange.org    267-844-2269    Follow us on LinkedIn!

Ocean Exchange Call for Solutions is open! Entries to compete for three $100k awards.
Monetary Awards: Wallenius Wilhelmsen Orcelle® Award, the Neptune Award, and the Innovation Award for 
Transportation and Logistics Hubs
Amount: $100,000 USD nondilutive funds for Each Award
Deadline: 11:59PM GMT – Thursday, August 17, 2023
Event Location: Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA

Awards Process:
• Apply at oceanexchange.org via F6S platform. We welcome registration from innovators with solutions in materials, 

devices, processes, and systems that meet the award definitions.
• 24 finalists will be selected to present at the Ocean Exchange event (expenses paid) October 22-24th, 2023
• Finalists will present to delegates representing business, academia, government, and non-profits, who will select 

three monetary award winners and offer networking opportunities. 

Principles of Governance People Planet Prosperity
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